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Instructions: 

1.  Attempt all the questions. 

2.  Make suitable assumptions wherever necessary. 

3.  Draw diagrams wherever necessary. 

4.  Figure to the right side indicates marks.  

5.  Do not write anything in question paper 

 

Q.1 MCQ Questions 

(1)Where is the proper place of address in letter? 

A.right 

B.left 

C.up 

D.down 

(2)What is more important in letter? 

A.Punctuation 

B.Blank 

C.Corner 

D.Angel 

(3)Which is the letter type? 

A.kind 

B.invitation 

C.gap 
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D.pole 

(4)What is important think we have to remember to write a letter?  

A.letter structure 

B.side 

C.place 

D.line 

(5)How would you not sent formal letter? 

A.by post 

B.by email 

C.by hand 

D.by bus 

(6)When you write a formal letter which information you need? 

A.date 

B.name 

C.contact 

D.all this 

(7)If you write a letter to your friend how would you start? 

A.dear 

B.hi 

C.dear sir/mam 

D.hello 

(8)If you write an invitation letter what is important word? 

A.kindness 

B.cruelness 

C.unhappy 

D.happy 

(9)What is important for job letter? 

A.cheers 

B.faithfully 

C.sincerely 
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D.unhappy 

(10)What come first in letter? 

A.add 

B.matter 

C.sub 

D.book 

(11)What is important in application letter? 

A.add 

B.mobile nomber 

C.side 

D.group 

(12)What means of skimming? 

A.reading text rapidly 

B.idea 

C.information 

D.level 

(13)Skimming is basic level of… 

A.understanding 

B.need 

C.under 

D.above 

(14)Technic  to do something… 

A. systematic 

B.skill 

C.knowledge 

D.use 

Q.2 Two Marks Questions (4 out of 6) 

(1) What is communication? 

(2)Explain Components of Paragraph. 

(3)Write Organization of ideas in paragraphs. 
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(4)Explain Concept of Communication. 

(5)Write a steps of Process of Listening. 

(6) Write a types of reading techniques. 

Q.3 Three Marks Questions (6 out of 8) 

(1)Fill in the blanks using appropriate word from the bracket: 

 I manage to stop the car just ____ time (in, on, at) 

 Mukesh is _____ MBA students. (a, an, the) 

 I am too tired to do ____ work. (some, any) 

(2)Fill the gaps using proper modal auxiliary from the bracket: 

 A monkey ____ climb up trees easily. (can, may, could) 

 You have been travelling all the day. You _____ be tired.           

(must, may, can) 

 One _____ to be watchful. (would, need, might) 

(3) Fill in the blanks choosing proper verb forms from the bracket: 

 Mr. Mehta is on holiday. He _____ to England. 

 (has gone, have gone, was going) 

 Krishna _____ English for two years.                                           

(have been learning, was learning, has been learning) 

 Akshay was waiting for me when I _______  .(arriving, arrived, 

arrive) 

(4)Do as directed: 

 The book is being read by most of the class. (Change it to active 

voice) 

 We made mistakes. (change it to passive voice) 

 Do you have (some/any) food? (use appropriate adjective) 

(5)Do as directed: 

 When Jim studied in the Sweet Shop for his chemistry quiz, it was 

very very noisy. (find out dependent clause) 

 Custom of having many wives is called _____ .                   

(monogamy, polygamy, bigamy) 
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 A social system in which the father is the head of the family is 

called _______ . (matriarchy, patriarchy) 

(6)Fill in the blanks choosing appropriate conjunction from the list given  

      Below: ( both….. and; not only…..but also; as well as) 

 He was _____ scolded _____ beaten. 

 He is ______ wise ______clever. 

 Oham ______Soham always work together 

(7)Fill in the blanks choosing appropriate conjunction from the list given  

      Below: (because, and, but) 

 She stood first in her class ______, she is clever. 

 He is clever, ________naughty. 

 Ram ______ Rahim always go for a walk. 

(8)Vocabulary exercises: 

Consult a dictionary to find out the meaning and then use these words in 

      the sentences of your own: 

 enhanced   : added to 

 forbidding : ordered not to do something 

 ruthlessly  : without pity 

Q.4 Five Marks Questions (6 out of 8 ) 

(1) As a student of engineering, you want to purchase a laptop for your 

personal use. Write a letter of inquiry asking prices, configuration, 

discount, and mode of payment, terms and condition to The Sony 

Electronics, Bangalore. 

(2)Write paragraphon: An IPL cricket Match you enjoyed. 

(3)Micromax Co. LTD, Mumbai wants to establish a new plant near 

Sanand, Gujarat. As a consultant engineer, write a feasibility report on 

establishing a factory in Sanand, Gujarat. 

(4)Given below are some modes of email etiquette. Explain their 

significance in terms of professional communication: 
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 Carefully use words 'URGENT', 'IMPORTANT' and/or 'High 

priority' option 

 Remember to attach documents 

 Maintain the thread 

(5)Explain the following sentences in around 150 words: 

 Communication is 24*7 activities. 

(6)How 'Listening' in different from 'Hearing'? Explain in brief, the types of 

'Listening' 

(7) Discuss in detail the Skimming and Scanning techniques to develop 

reading compression skills. 

(8)Where is the presentation to be delivered? 

 

 


